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We propose a scheme to teleport an entangled state of twoL-type three-level atoms via photons. The
teleportation protocol involves the local redundant encoding protecting the initial entangled state and allowing
for repeating the detection until quantum information transfer is successful. We also show how to manipulate
a state of manyL-type atoms trapped in a cavity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Practical quantum computation requires considering sys-
tems containing a scalable number of qubits. Recently,
schemes have been proposed that employ more than two
qubits to perform various quantum information tasksf1–3g.
There is also an interest in performing quantum teleportation
of state of more than one qubit. Leef4g has presented a setup
for teleportation of an entangled state of two photons. The
scheme, as some other schemesf2,5–12g, uses photons be-
cause they propagate fast and can carry quantum information
over long distances. On the other hand, photonic states are
much worse for the storage of the quantum information than
atomic states. The scheme does not provide a way to store
the quantum information and therefore it will be difficult to
use in quantum computing. Another problem is that the
scheme works only with a 50% success rate. Boseet al. f7g
have proposed a scheme to teleport the state of one atom
using photonic states as carriers of quantum information. In
the scheme, the quantum information is stored in atomic
states but the probability of successful teleportation is about
50% . The protocol of the teleportation can be repeated to
teleport an entangled state of two atoms. This method, how-
ever, has at the most only a 25% success rate. Recently,
Browneet al. f8g have shown that, under weak driving con-
ditions, generation of entanglement between distant atoms
can be performed with arbitrarily high probability. It seems
that weak driving can also increase the success rate in Ref.
f7g.

In the present work, we propose a scheme that allows the
teleportation of an entangled state of two atoms with insur-
ance. Our device employs atomic states for storage and pho-
tonic states to transfer quantum information. There are two
distinguishing features of our protocol. The first of them is
that the probability of successful teleportation of the initial
entangled state is about 49%. The second of them is that the
initial state is not lost when the detection stage is unsuccess-
ful because of usinglocal redundant encodingf13g. Hence
the teleportation procedure can be repeated until the quantum
transfer is successful.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe
the teleportation device in detail. In Sec. III, we show the

operations manipulating a state of many atoms trapped in a
cavity. In Secs. IV and V, we present the protocol of the
teleportation. Section VI gives the numerical results.

II. MODEL

We consider the device composed of one cavity with three
atoms inside, one cavity with two atoms inside, a 50-50
beam splitter, two lasersLA andLB with right- and two lasers
LA8 andLB8 with left-circular polarized radiation and two de-
tectorsD+ andD−. The system is shown in Fig. 1. The atoms
are assumed to be located in fixed positions along a line in a
linear trap or an optical lattice inside an optical cavity. We
also assume that the atoms are separated by at least one
optical wavelength so they can be addressed individually by
two different laser fields. The propagation directions of the
two laser beams are very close to each other so as to allow
for effective transfer of photons from one beam to the other
mediated by the atom. Introducing two laser beams allows
for resetting the atomic states.

The cavity with two atoms inside and two laserssLB,LB8d
with different polarizations belong to Bob. The sender, Alice,
has the other parts of the device. All the trapped atoms are
modeled by three-levelL systems with an excited stateu2l
and two ground statesu0l and u1l as shown in Fig. 2. The
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the entangled-state telepor-
tation device. The state of Alice’s atoms 1 and 2 is teleported to
Bob’s atoms 1 and 2.
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excited state spontaneously decays with a rateg. The transi-
tion u0l↔ u2l is coupled to the cavity mode with frequency
vcav and coupling strengthg. The transition is also driven by
a classical laser field with frequencyvL8 which is the same as
the cavity mode frequency. The coupling strength for this
transition is denoted byV8. Another classical laser field with
different polarization couples to theu1l↔ u2l transition with
the coupling strengthV. The frequency of the laser field is
vL. We define two detuningsD=sE2−E1d /"−vL and D8
=sE2−E0d /"−vcav.

The evolution of the system is conditional. Photon detec-
tion corresponds to the action of the operator,

C = ÎksaA + ieaBd , s1d

whereaA andaB denote the annihilation operators for Alice’s
and Bob’s cavity modes, respectively,k denotes the cavity
decay rate, ande is equal to unity when there is a click in the
detectorD+ or minus unity for a click inD−. Between the
emissions evolution of the system is governed by the effec-
tive non-Hermitian Hamiltonians"=1d,

H = o
k

sD − igds22
skd − o

k

Drs00
skd − ika†a + o

k

sVs21
skd + gas20

skd

+ V8s20
skd + H.c.d , s2d

whereDr =D8−D. In Eq. s2d we definesi j
skd;suilk j u dk, where

i , j =0,1,2 for thekth atom. In the far off resonance limit
when D@V and D8@V8 ,g, we can eliminate adiabatically
the level u2l f14–16g. The conditions have to be even more
restrictive in our teleportation protocol because only then can
we properly estimate phase-shift factors for long evolution
times. Therefore we assume 10−1D@V and 10−1D8@V8,g.
In order to simplify the Hamiltonians2d we also assume that
g!D ,D8 and the product of the excited level saturation pa-
rameter and the spontaneous decay rate is much smaller
than the decay rate of the cavity mode
sgg2/D82,gV82/D82,gV2/D2!kd. Under these conditions
we can neglect the influence of the spontaneous decay rate
on teleportation. Otherwise, the probability of success will
be much lower as it was proved in Ref.f17g. These assump-
tions were also used in another quantum information process
of entangled state preparationf18g. With these assumptions,
after adiabatic elimination of the excited stateu2l of the at-
oms, the Hamiltonian takes the form

H = − o
k

Drs00
skd − ika†a − o

k

sd1s11
skd + d2s00

skd + d3a
†as00

skdd

− o
k

sd4s10
skd + d5as10

skd + d6as00
skd + H.c.d , s3d

where d1=V2/D, d2=V82/D8, d3=g2/D8, d4=VV8sD−1

+D8−1d /2, d5=gVsD−1+D8−1d /2, andd6=gV8 /D8. The pa-
rametersd1−d6 account for various contributions to the ef-
fective Hamiltonian, for example,d4 describes the transfer of
photon from one laser beam to the other via coupling to the
atom,d6 describes the transfer of photon from a cavity into
the laserL8 beam, etc. In this approximation all the atomic
dynamics are restricted to the ground statesu0l andu1l which
can be treated as atomic qubits.

III. QUANTUM OPERATIONS

In our teleportation protocol we need certain transforma-
tions or quantum operations, which applied to a given state
of the systemsquantum registerd transform it into another
state. Such operations are performed with the unitary evolu-
tion operatore−iHt applied to the state of the system. It is
assumed that only one atom is illuminated at a time and that
the laser fields are such thatV@V8@g. It is useful to dis-
tinguish between the results of the action of the evolution
operator onto particular states of the system and write down
explicitly the results for some special cases. We list a number
of local operations that can be performed by Alice and Bob
on their states.

To fix and simplify the notation we label the Alice atoms
with numberss1,2,3d and Bob’s atoms with numberss1,2d.
Let us denote a state of the system ofn=s2 or 3d atoms
trapped in the cavity withy photons byux1¯xnyl wherexk is
the kth atom statesk=1, . . . ,nd. This means that the state of
the Alice part has the formux1x2x3yl and the Bob part has the
form ux1x2yl, for example, u1110l= u1l1u1l2u1l3u0l means
that at the Alice site atomss1,2,3d are all in their stateu1l and
the cavity field is in stateu0l. In our notation, the first two or
three numbers in the ket denote atomic states with labels
increasing from left to right, and the last number is reserved
for the field state. The joint state of the entire system can be
described in the basis that is formed by the product states of
the Alice part and the Bob part. Later on, we use the simpli-
fied notationux1x2x3ylA ^ ux1x2ylB= ux1x2x3y;x1x2yl.

The simplest operation is just waiting for an arbitrary time
t while all of the lasers are turned off. In this case bothV and
V8 are set to zero, and we can use the simplified Hamiltonian
given by

H = − o
k=1

n

sDrs00
skd + d3a

†as00
skdd − ika†a . s4d

During this operation the evolution of the system is given by

e−iHtux1 ¯ yl = eiN0sDr+yd3dte−yktux1 ¯ yl , s5d

whereN0 is the number of atoms being in stateu0l that are
not illuminated by the laser field. In order to simplify the
following transformations we assumed1=Dr. Moreover, we

FIG. 2. Level scheme of one of the identicalL atoms interacting
with two classical laser fields and the quantized cavity mode.
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want the probability of no collapse during the encoding stage
to be close to unity. This can be done provided thatd5@k.
Those assumptions imply thatDr @k ,d3 and therefore the
Hamiltonian can be written asH=−Drs00

skd for the operation
time t<Dr

−1. Thus for short times the evolution simplifies to

e−iHtux1 ¯ yl = aN0stdux1 ¯ yl , s6d

whereastd=eiDrt.
As the next local operation we consider the illumination

of the kth atom by the laser field drivingu1l↔ u2l transition
sVÞ0d while the second laser field coupled tou2l↔ u0l is
turned offsV8=0d. We can use this laser field to get a num-
ber of useful transformations. The transformations times are
of the order ofd5

−1 and therefore under conditionsd1=Dr and
xk+y.0 the system evolution can be well approximated by
the relation

e−iHtux1¯xk ¯ yl = fN0,bk
stdfcossjktdux1 ¯ xk ¯ yl + isinsjktd

3ux1 ¯ xk8 ¯ y8lg , s7d

where jk=Îbkd5, bk=xk+y, fN0,bk
std

=aN0+1stdexphi d3fbks2N0+1d−N0gt /2j, xk8=xk−s−1dxk+1 and
y8=y+s−1dxk+1. One can see that we are able to perform
different transformations by illuminating thekth atom for
different times.

We map the atomic state onto the cavity mode by choos-
ing the interaction timets1d=sp /2+2npd /d5 wheren is an
integer, according to

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0l → i f N0,1sts1ddux1 ¯ 0¯ 1l , s8d

ux1 ¯ 0¯ 1l → i f N0,1sts1ddux1 ¯ 1¯ 0 l . s9d

Of course the interaction timets2d=s3p /2+2npd /d5 also
leads to mapping of the atomic state,

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0 l → − i f N0,1sts2ddux1 ¯ 0¯ 1 l , s10d

ux1 ¯ 0¯ 1 l → − i f N0,1sts2ddux1 ¯ 1¯ 0 l . s11d

If we turn the laser on for timets3d=sp /4+2npd /d5 then
we create a maximally entangled state of the illuminated
atom and the cavity system according to

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0 l →
fN0,1sts3dd

Î2
si ux1 ¯ 0¯ 1 l

+ ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0 l d , s12d

ux1 ¯ 0¯ 1 l →
fN0,1sts3dd

Î2
si ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0 l

+ ux1 ¯ 0¯ 1 l d . s13d

Interaction for time ts4d=s2npd /d5 or ts5d=sf2n+1gpd /d5

gives only the phase factor,

ux1 ¯ xk ¯ y l → fN0,1sts4ddux1 ¯ xk ¯ y l , s14d

ux1 ¯ xk ¯ yl → − fN0,1sts5ddux1 ¯ xk ¯ y l . s15d

The transformations can also be performed for the states
with bk=2. The states mapping can be done for the illumi-
nation timets6d=sp /2+2mpd / sÎ2d5d as

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 1l → i f N0,2sts6ddux1 ¯ 0¯ 2l , s16d

ux1 ¯ 0¯ 2l → i f N0,2sts6ddux1 ¯ 1¯ 1l s17d

or for the timets7d=s3p /2+2mpd / sÎ2d5d as

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 1l → − i f N0,2sts7ddux1 ¯ 0¯ 2l , s18d

ux1 ¯ 0¯ 2l → − i f N0,2sts7ddux1 ¯ 1¯ 1l , s19d

where m is an integer. Interaction for the timets8d=sp /4
+2mpd / sÎ2d5d leads to the generation of a maximally en-
tangled state,

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 1l → 1
Î2

fN0,2sts8ddsi ux1 ¯ 0¯ 2l

+ ux1 ¯ 1¯ 1ld , s20d

ux1 ¯ 0¯ 2l → 1
Î2

fN0,2sts8ddsi ux1 ¯ 1¯ 1l

+ ux1 ¯ 0¯ 2ld,

and illumination for the timets9d=s2mpd / sÎ2d5d or ts10d

=sf2m+1gpd / sÎ2d5d generates only a phase factor,

ux1 ¯ xk ¯ yl → fN0,2sts9ddux1 ¯ xk ¯ yl , s21d

ux1¯xk ¯ yl → − fN0,2sts10ddux1 ¯ xk ¯ yl . s22d

There is a special state withbk=0. If a laser is turned on,
the state accumulates a phase shift but the population of the
state remains unchanged as described by

e−iHtux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l = aN0+1stdux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l . s23d

When we want to map an arbitrary superposition of the two
atomic ground states onto the cavity mode then this feature
of the state is very desired. However, when the detection
stage is unsuccessful in our protocol, the population transfer
is necessary to repeat the teleportation process. Therefore we
have to use another local operation consisting in simulta-
neous applying of two laser fields with different polarizations
sfor instance,LA andLA8d. For evolution times of the order of
t<d4

−1 we can neglect in the Hamiltonian all terms much
smaller thand4, then the approximate state dynamics are
given by

e−iHtux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l = aN0+1stdfisinsd4tdux1 ¯ 1¯ 0l + cossd4td

3ux1 ¯ 0¯ 0lg , s24d

e−iHtux1 ¯ 1¯ 0l = aN0+1stdfisinsd4tdux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l + cossd4td

3ux1¯1¯0lg . s25d

It is evident that by usingp /2 pulse we can change the atom
state even if the cavity field mode is empty. This case can be
described by
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ux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l → iaN0+1sts11ddux1 ¯ 1¯ 0l , s26d

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0l → iaN0+1sts11ddux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l , s27d

wherets11d=p / s2d4d. It is also possible to create superposi-
tion of two ground states by using ap /4 pulse,

ux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l → aN0+1sts12dd
Î2

sux1 ¯ 0¯ 0l + i ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0ld ,

s28d

ux1 ¯ 1¯ 0l → aN0+1sts12dd
Î2

sux1 ¯ 1¯ 0l + i ux1 ¯ 0¯ 0ld ,

s29d

wherets12d=p / s4d4d.
The set of transformations listed above forms necessary

ingredients for the teleportation protocols we present in the
next two sections.

IV. TELEPORTATION OF A STATE OF A SINGLE ATOM

Let us first demonstrate the idea of teleportation with in-
surance on teleportation of a single quantum state. The un-
known state which Alice wants to teleport is stored in her
atomau0l+bu1l. In order to be sure that any detection event
does not destroy the original state Alice has to employ local
redundant encodingf13g. This technique entangles the atom
with another atom which plays a role of backup qubit. In-
stead of another atom we use the cavity mode as a backup
qubit to simplify the following considerations. The entangled
state of the atom and the cavity mode should be given by

asu00lA + u11lAd + bsu01lA + u10lAd . s30d

Let the initial state of the Alice cavity mode be in a super-
position of a vacuum state and one photon statesu1l+ u0ld.
This state can be easily generated using another atom placed
in the cavity. The initial Alice’s state is given by

asu01lA + u00lAd + bsu11lA + u10lAd . s31d

One can see that Alice needs to swap one pair of the state
amplitudes without exchanging the second pair of amplitudes
to code the initial state of her system to the form given by
Eq. s30d. The objective has to be achieved using only the
quantum operations presented in Sec. III. This can be done
and Alice performs this in the encoding stage. The whole
teleportation protocol consists of four stages:sAd The encod-
ing stage,sBd The detection stage I,sCd The detection stage
II, and sDd The recovery stage.

A. Encoding stage

Alice needs four steps to code her initial state.
sid First, Alice illuminates her atom using both her lasers

LA and LA8 for time t1=p / s4d4d. This corresponds to opera-
tions given by Eqs.s28d and s29d. Then the unnormalized
state of Alice system becomes

uC̃lA = asu01lA + i u11lA + u00lA + i u10lAd + bsu11lA + i u01lA

+ u10lA + i u00lAd . s32d

sii d Next, Alice turns off her laserLA8 while the laserLA
still illuminates the atom. Alice needs to perform transforma-
tions s14d and s22d to differentiate the phase factor of the
stateu11l from phase factors of other states. This operation is
similar to the quantum phase gate. Alice turns off the laser
LA after time t2 which has to fulfill the conditionst2d5
=2np and t2Î2d5=s2m+1dp. This can be done only ap-
proximately forn=6 andm=8. After this step the state of
Alice’s system can be well approximated by

uC̃lA = aseid3st2/2du01lA − ieid3t2u11lA + u00lA + ieid3st2/2du10lAd

+ bs− eid3t2u11lA + ieid3st2/2du01lA + eid3st2/2du10lA

+ i u00lAd . s33d

siii d In the third step Alice just waits for timet3 while her
lasers are turned off. The evolution of the Alice system is
given by Eq. s6d. If condition ast3d=−eid3st2/2d is satisfied
then the state becomes

uC̃lA = aseid3st2/2dsu01lA + i u11lAd + u00lA − i u10lAd + bseid3st2/2d

3su11lA + i u01lAd − u10lA + i u00lAd . s34d

sivd In the fourth step of the encoding stage Alice again
turns on both her lasersLA andLA8 for time t1=p / s4d4d per-
forming operationss28d ands29d. After this step she turns the
lasers off and her system state is given by

uC̃lA = eid3st2/2disbu01lA + au11lAd + au00lA − bu10lA .

s35d

Although Alice’s system states35d differs from desired state
s30d by phase factors, the initial state of Alice’s atom is pro-
tected and cannot be destroyed by any detection event. If
Alice observes a photon then her system is projected onto
statebu00lA+au10lA, otherwise when she does not register
any click she is left with the stateau00lA−bu10lA. One can
see that Alice needs only a one-qubit flip gate or a one-qubit
phase gate to recover her original state.

In the encoding stage Bob performs only operations12d.
Initially his atom is prepared in stateu1l and the field mode
in his cavity is empty. He turns on his laserLB for time t4
=p / s4d5d creating a maximally entangled state of his atom
and field mode in his cavity,

uClB =
1
Î2

su10lB + i u01lBd . s36d

We assume that Bob’s operation terminates at the same in-
stant of time as the fourth Alice’s step and therefore after the
encoding stage the joint state of their systems is given by

uC̃l = feid3st2/2disbu01lA + au11lAd + au00lA − bu10lAg ^ su10lB

+ i u01lBd . s37d
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B. Detection stage I

The second stage of the protocol performs the joint detec-
tion of the Alice cavity and the Bob cavity modes. Alice just
waits for a finite timetd@k−1 registering clicks in her detec-
tors. The stage will be successful only if a single click oc-
curs. Nevertheless, we expect that even if Alice does not
register any click or registers two clicks the original state can
be recovered because of using local redundant encoding. All
lasers are turned off and therefore the evolution of the joint
state of Alice’s and Bob’s systems is given by

uC̃l = feid3st2/2die−ktsbeiDrteid3tu01lA + au11lAd + aeiDrtu00lA

− bu10lAg ^ su10lB + ieiDrteid3te−ktu01lBd . s38d

If Alice does not detect any photon during the stage then
exps−ktdd<0 and thus the joint state becomes

uC̃l = sbu10lA − aeiDrtdu00lAd ^ u10lB . s39d

We chose such timetd that expsiDrtdd=−1 and therefore Al-
ice’s system state isau00lA+bu10lA. This is one of the two
unsuccessful cases and one can see that the original state is
not lost.

If evolution is interrupted by the click of one of the de-
tectors then the jump operators1d acts on the joint states38d.
Next, in the absence of any laser field the evolution is given
by

uC̃l = eid3st2/2dsbeiDrteid3t ju00lAu10lB + au10lAu10lBd

+ ieeiDrteid3t jsaeiDrtu00lAu00lB − bu10lAu00lBd

+ ie−kteid3st2/2deiDrteid3t jfeiDrteid3t jeid3st−t jdbsieu01lAu00lB

+ u00lAu01lBd + asieu11lAu00lB + eid3st−t jdu10lAu01lBdg .

s40d

If Alice registers the second click at timetc then the global
system state becomes

uC̃l = beiDrtceid3tcse + e1du00lAu00lB + ase + e1e
id3stc−t jdd

3u10lAu00lB . s41d

Although Alice has performed local redundant encoding her
initial state is destroyed in this case. This is due to the pres-
ence of the factorsse+e1d and se+e1e

id3stc−t jdd changing the
population of the two states in a random way. When the
cavity mode is not empty then the second term of Hamil-
tonians4d leads to accumulation of phase shifts. These phase
shifts depend on the number of atomsN0 which are in state
u0l. Therefore only the statesu01lA and u01lB collect the
phased3st− tjd in superpositions40d. If all the states had the
sameN0 in this stage then recovery of the initial state would
be possible. Therefore an entangled state of two atoms after
using local redundant encoding can be recovered in both
unsuccessful detection cases. Recovery of a state of a single
atom is possible for every detection event in another scheme
as it has been shown very recently in Ref.f19g.

If Alice registers only one click during the detection time
td then quantum information transfer will be successful and
under the assumption expsiDrtdd=−1 the joint state will be
given by

uC̃l = eid3st2/2dsau10lAu10lB − beid3t ju00lAu10lBd

+ ieeid3t jsau00lAu00lB + bu10lAu00lBd . s42d

One can see that Alice’s and Bob’s systems are still in the
entangled state. In order to complete the quantum transfer
Alice has to remove this entanglement by making a measure-
ment of her atom state.

C. Detection stage II

In the third stage of the protocol Alice measures the state
of her atom while Bob waits with his laser turned off. She
needs two steps to perform the detection.

sid First, Alice maps her atom state onto her cavity mode.
She turns on her laser for timet4=p / s2d5d performing trans-
formationss8d and s23d.

sii d Next, she waits for timetd making a measurement of
the fields leaking from the cavities. We again assume that
expsiDrtdd=−1. All lasers are turned off thus the evolution of
the joint system is given by

uC̃l = ie−kteid3teid3st4/2du01lA ^ saeid3st2/2du10lB

+ bieeid3t jeiDrt4eiDrtu00lBd − eid3t ju00lA ^ sbeid3st2/2du10lB

− aieeiDrt4eiDrtu00lBd . s43d

If Alice detects one photon during timetd then Bob’s system
state after this step is given by

uC̃l = au10lB + buu00lB , s44d

where u=−ieexpsiDrt4dexpfid3stj − t2/2dg. Otherwise, when
Alice does not detect any photon in this stage then Bob’s
system state becomes

uC̃l = bu10lB + afu00lB , s45d

wheref= ieexpsiDrt4dexps−id3t2/2d. After the measurement
Alice’s system remains in stateu00lA.

D. Recovery stage

After the detection stage II Alice informs Bob about her
measurements results. Now, Bob has to perform local opera-
tions to recover the initial state of Alice’s atom. His actions
depend on the results.

If a click occurs in the third stage then he needs two steps.
First, he waits for such timetu that ueiDrtu=1. Second, he
illuminates his atom, using both his lasers, for timet5
=p / s2d4d. In this way he realizes a one-qubit flip gate using
transformationss26d and s27d.

If no photon is detected during the third stage then Bob
simply waits for timetf that the conditionfeiDrtf=1 is sat-
isfied.

After the protocol is over Bob’s atom state is given by
au0l+bu1l.
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V. TELEPORTATION OF AN ENTANGLED STATE

The teleportation protocol we propose here makes it pos-
sible to teleport an entangled state of two atoms with insur-
ance. The state to be teleported is an entangled state of atoms
1 and 2 at the Alice site, which is

uc0l = a u1l1u0l2 + b u0l1u1l2. s46d

The third atom in the Alice cavity and both Bob’s atoms are
prepared in their statesu1l. The field modes in both cavities
are initially empty. Thus the joint state of the entire system is
initially given by

uCs0dl = sa u1010lA + b u0110lAd ^ u110lB

= a u1010;110l + b u0110;110l . s47d

We assume that this state is given or prepared before the
protocol starts.

The teleportation protocol consists of five stages:sAd the
preparation stage,sBd the encoding stage,sCd the detection
stage I,sDd the detection stage II, andsEd the recovery stage.
In each stage there are a number of steps to be performed in
order to get, finally, the required result.

A. Preparation stage

The aim of the preparation stage of the protocol is to
create a maximally entangled state of the third Alice atom
and the first Bob atom. This can be done by following the
distant atom entangling technique of Ref.f20g. This stage
consists of three steps.

sid First, Alice and Bob perform transformation given by
Eq. s8d. They simply illuminate, using lasersLA andLB their
atoms, i.e., Alice’s atom 3 and Bob’s atom 1, for the time
t1=p / s2d5d. After this operation each cavity is in one photon
state.

sii d Next, they wait until either of Alice’s detectors clicks.
All lasers are turned off and therefore, before the detection
event, evolution of their systems is described by Eq.s6d. One
photon registered by Alice corresponds to an action of the
collapse operators1d and leads to the creation of a maximally
entangled state of both cavity fields.

siii d After the detection event, Alice and Bob have to turn
on the lasersLA and LB, immediately. They illuminate the
two atoms for timet1 performing the transformation given by
Eq. s9d. This operation leads to mapping and storage of the
entangled state of both cavity fields in the state of Alice’s
atom 3 and Bob’s atom 1. This concludes creating a maxi-
mally entangled state of the two atoms and then the global
system state is given by

uCl = au1000;110l + aieesi/2dd3t1u1010;010l + bu0100;110l

+ bieesi/2dd3t1u0110;010l . s48d

B. Encoding stage

The encoding stage is introduced to apply the local redun-
dant encodingf13g in which Alice codes the entangled state
of her first two atomssatoms 1 and 2d, that is to be tele-

ported, to the entangled state of four atomssatoms 1, 2, 3 of
Alice and atom 1 of Bobd. The third Alice atom and the first
Bob atom are the backup atoms which allow protection of
the teleported state in the case of the protocol failure in the
detection stage. The encoding consists of a sequence of four
steps.

sid First of them is mapping the state of the first Alice
atom onto the cavity mode by illuminatingsusing laserLAd
the atom for timet1. This corresponds to the transformations
given by Eqs.s8d ands23d. During the operation Bob’s lasers
are turned off and therefore he uses transformations6d. After
the operation the unnormalized joint state becomes

uC̃l = iaa1e
is3/2dd3t1u0001;110l − aea1e

is3/2dd3t1u0011;010l

+ bu0100;110l + ibeesi/2dd3t1u0110;010l , s49d

wherea1=ast1d.
sii d The second step of the encoding stage is illuminating

the third Alice atom. One can see thatb2=1 in all terms of
the superpositions49d. The purpose of the second operation
is to makeb2’s different. The Rabi frequency scales withb
and therefore we can perform independently different trans-
formations for different values ofb. Alice switches the laser
LA on for the appropriate interaction time leading to the
transformationss8d, s9d, s16d, and s23d. It is clear that the
time has to satisfy conditionst2d5=p /2+2np and t2Î2d5
=p /2+2mp. This can be done only approximately forn=7
andm=10. During this step Bob waits with lasers turned off
thus the evolution of state of his system is given by Eq.s6d.
After this operation we achieve the state close to

uC̃l = bu0100;110l − bea2e
id3fs1/2dt1+t2gu0101;010l

− aa1a2e
is3/2dd3st1+t2du0010;110l − iaea1a2

2eid3fs3/2dt1+4t2g

3u0002;010l , s50d

wherea2=ast2d. We neglect the low populated states in the
superpositions50d but we include them as all other imperfec-
tions of the operation in our numerical calculations.

siii d The third step is the most important at the encoding
stage. The previous two steps are intended to prepare the
third one, which creates the entangled state of three atoms
and the cavity field. In order to make the entangled state
Alice has to swap one pair of the state amplitudes without
exchanging the second pair of amplitudes. Alice can do that
by turning on theLA laser and illuminating her second atom
for the time which leads to completing the transformations
s14d, s16d, s17d, ands23d. Here, we meet the same problem as
in the second step because the illuminating time has to sat-
isfy two conditions:t3d5=2np and t3Î2d5=p /2+2mp. We
can find an approximate solution forn=3 andm=4. In this
step Bob’s lasers are turned off. Just as in the previous step,
we neglect the states for which the population is close to zero
and obtain
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uC̃l = aa1a2e
is3/2dd3st1+t2du0010;110l

− aea1a2
2a3

2eid3fs3/2dt1+4t2+4t3gu0101;010l

− ba3e
is3/2dd3t3u0100;110l + ibea2a3

2eid3fs1/2dt1+t2+4t3g

3u0002;010l , s51d

where a3=ast3d. Although the entangling is already done,
one can see that the states51d is not protected yet. For in-
stance, if the two-photon state is detected then the initial
state of the first two Alice atoms will be lost.

sivd In order to change the states51d into a protected state
Alice illuminates her third atom using theLA laser. This is
the fourth step of the encoding stage. Alice needs to perform
transformationss14d, s17d, and s23d, therefore the illumina-
tion time has to fulfill the conditionst4d5=2np and t4Î2d5
=p /2+2mp. It is obvious that the time is the same as for the
previous operation time and thusa3=a4=ast4d. We again
neglect low populated states. During this step Bob performs
two operations. First, Bob waits for timet4− t1/2 with lasers
turned off. Next he creates a maximally entangled state of his
second atom and his cavity. For this purpose he turns the
laserLB on for timet1/2 performing the transformation given
by Eq. s12d. Alice and Bob perform their actions in such a
way that they end the fourth step at the same time. Then the
global system is given by

uC̃l = saa1a2e
is3/2dd3st1+t2du0010lA − bu0100lAd ^ si u101lB

+ u110lBd − saea1a2
2a3

2eid3fs7/4dt1+4t2+s7/2dt3gu0101lA

+ bea2a3
3eid3fs3/4dt1+t2+s13/2dt3gu0011lAd ^ si u001lB

+ u010lBd . s52d

This is the end of the encoding stage. If we wanted to
store the protected state we would map the cavity state to the
first Alice atom state. Then we would have the entangled
state of four atoms. However, we want the photonic state to
be the states52d because we use the cavity field for quantum
information transfer.

C. Detection stage I

The third stage of the protocol is the first detection stage,
in which Alice just waits for timetD@k−1 making a mea-
surement of the fields leaking from the cavities. The detec-
tion of one photon only leads to the quantum information
transfer. If Alice does not detect any photon or detects two
photons the teleportation process will be unsuccessful. How-
ever, even then, quantum information will be safe owing to
the local redundant encoding. In the absence of any laser
field the evolution is given by Eq.s5d. If Alice does not
detect any photon in this stage the state evolves into

uCl = − aa1a2e
is3/2dd3st1+t2du0010;110l + bu0100;110l .

s53d

This is one of two unsuccessful cases. The initial state which
Alice wanted to teleport is modified by phase shift factors
but it is not lost. The modified initial state is stored in the
second and third Alice atoms. In order to repeat the whole

protocol Alice has to reset her first atom. She turns on both
her laserssLA and LA8d for the time t5=p / s2d4d performing
transformation s26d. During the resetting operation both
Bob’s lasers are turned off.

If the evolution given by Eq.s5d is interrupted by a col-
lapse at timetj , tD then the jump operatorC acts on the
global system state. After that the transformations5d contin-
ues changing the state. If Alice registers the second click of
either of her detectors the joint state becomes

uCl = aa1a2a3
−1eid3st1+3t2−3t3du0100;000l + bu0010;000l .

s54d

It is evident that the Alice initial state is not destroyed also in
the second case when the step is unsuccessful. Before the
protocol can be repeated Alice has to prepare her first atom
in the stateu1l and Bob has to prepare both of his atoms in
the stateu1l using transformations26d. They reset the atoms
in two steps. First, Alice and Bob turn on all their laserssLA,
LA8, LB, and LB8d for the time t5=p / s2d4d. Alice and Bob
illuminate their first atoms. Next, Bob illuminates for the
time t5, using both his lasers, his second atom while Alice
waits with lasers turned off.

If there is no second photon detection then the quantum
information transfer is done and the global system state is
given by

uC̃l = aea1a2
2a3

2eid3fs7/4dt1+4t2+s7/2dt3+t jgu0100;010l

− be1u0100;100l + ae1a1a2e
is3/2dd3st1+t2du0010;100l

+ bea2a3
3eid3fs3/4dt1+t2+s13/2dt3+t jgu0010;010l . s55d

After this stage Alice shares the information about her initial
state with Bob. Now Alice’s initial state can be send to Bob,
but it is also possible for Bob to send it back to Alice. We
will not consider the case when Bob sends back the state.

D. Detection stage II

In the fourth stage of the protocol Alice measures the state
of her third atom. During the stage Bob waits with lasers
turned off. This stage consists of two steps.

sid First, Alice turns theLA laser on and illuminates the
third atom performing transformationss8d and s23d.

sii d After this she turns the laser off and the evolution is
given by Eq.s5d which leads to the joint state

uC̃l = aea1a2
2a3

2eid3fs7/4dt1+4t2+s7/2dt3+t jgu0100;010l

− be1u0100;100l + eisDr+3d3dtDe−ktD

3fibea1a2a3
3eid3fs9/4dt1+t2+s13/2dt3+t jgu0001;010l

+ iae1a1
2a2e

is3/2dd3s2t1+t2du0001;100lg . s56d

Alice again waits for timetD making a measurement of the
fields leaking from the cavities. The detection of one photon
corresponds to an action of the jump operatorC on the global
states56d. In this case the state becomes
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uCl = aee1a1a3
−3eid3fs3/4dt1+s1/2dt2−s13/2dt3−t jgu0000;100l

+ bu0000;010l . s57d

Otherwise, when Alice has not detected any photon, the joint
state is given by

uCl = − aee1a1a2
2a3

2eid3fs7/4dt1+4t2+s7/2dt3+t jgu0100;010l

+ bu0100;100l . s58d

E. Recovery stage

Generally, Alice and Bob may need the protocol to be
repeated several times until Alice registers only one click in
the third stage. It is easy to prove that afterN repetitions of
the protocol Bob’s system state is given byau u100lB
+bu010lB if Alice has detected one photon in the fourth stage
and af u010lB+bu100lB if Alice has not registered any de-
tection in the fourth stage, where

u = ee1a1
N+1a2

Na3
−3

3expFsi/2dd3S3

2
t1 + t2 − 13t3 − 2tjDGm0

N0m2
N2,

f = − ee1a1
N+1a2

N+2a3
2

3expFsi/2dd3S7

2
t1 + 8t2 + 7t3 + 2tjDGm0

N0m2
N2,

m0=−expfi 3/2d3st1+ t2dg, and m2=a3
−1expfid3st1+3t2

−3t3dg. We denote byN0 and N2 numbers of repetitions
caused by zero and two-photon detections in the third stage.

In order to obtain the original state which Alice wanted to
teleport, the phase shift factoru or f has to be removed by
Bob. In case of no photon detection in the fourth stage Bob
also has to swap the amplitudes of his system states. This is
the objective of the fifth stage of the protocol. During the
stage both Alice’s lasers are turned off.

In the case of detection of one photon in the fourth stage
Bob needs three steps to remove the phase shift factoru.

sid First, Bob illuminates, using theLB laser, his first atom
for the time t1 in order to perform transformationss8d and
s23d.

sii d Next, he turns off the laser and waits for such timetu

that −ua1
2eiDrtuei2d3t1=1.

siii d Finally, he again turns theLB laser on illuminating his
first atom for the timet1. In this way Bob performs transfor-
mationss9d and s23d.

If no photon has been detected in the fourth stage Bob
performs four operations to remove the phase shift factorf
and to exchange the amplitudes.

sid First, he turns theLB laser on and illuminates his first
atom for the timet1. He performs transformationss8d and
s23d in this step.

sii d Next, he illuminates, using theLB laser, his second
atom. He turns the laser off after the timet1 when transfor-
mationss8d and s9d are done.

siii d Next, he waits with lasers turned off for such timetf

that feiDrtf=1.

sivd Finally, he illuminates his first atom using theLB
laser. He turns the laser off after the timet1. In this way he
performs transformationss9d and s23d.

After the last stage of the protocol Bob’s system state is
given byau100lB+bu010lB.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to simplify the above considerations we have
used some approximations and therefore the fidelity of the
teleported state and the probability of the successful telepor-
tation process have to be calculated numerically. Both quan-
tities depend on the moduli of the amplitudesa andb of the
initial state f7,17g. Therefore we need to calculate average
values of the fidelity and probability taken over all input
states. We compute the averages using the method of quan-
tum trajectoriesf21,22g. In order to take also into account
such imperfections as spontaneous emission from the excited
states, we have performed the numerical calculations with
the full Hamiltonians2d. We can get individual trajectory by
generating a random initial state and performing the whole
teleportation protocol. The initial state will be successfully
teleported when photon detections are only registered during
the second step of the preparation stage, the detection stage I
or the second step of the detection stage II. The state will be
lost when either of the detectors click during other steps of
the protocol. The trajectories in which the initial state is de-
stroyed are counted as the unsuccessful cases. The average
probability of a successful teleportation process is then given
by the ratio of the number of successful trajectories to the
number of all trajectories. The initial state can be also de-
stroyed by spontaneous atomic emission. However, sponta-
neous atomic emission cannot be detected byD− or D+ and
therefore such cases will be erroneously counted as success-
ful. Since trajectories in which spontaneous emission occurs
cannot be rejected, a nonzero spontaneous decay rate leads to
lowering the average fidelity. Therefore the average fidelity
has to be taken over all trajectories in which measurement
indicates success. Since the average probability of a success-
ful teleportation is not experimentally accessible because of
inability to reject trajectories in which spontaneous emission
occurs, we define the average probability of a successful
measurement by the ratio of the number of trajectories in
which measurement indicates success to the number of all
trajectories. The average probability of a successful measure-
ment is experimentally accessible and thus we calculate it
instead of the probability of a successful teleportation. How-
ever, as is mentioned in Sec. II, we want to suppress the
influence of the spontaneous decay rate on teleportation. We
can achieve this by choosing a sufficiently small value of the
spontaneous decay rate.

Before choosing numerical values for all parameters let us
collect all the aforementioned assumptions and rewrite them
in a compact form s10−1D@V@V8@g;D8@g ;d5@k
@gV2/D2;Dr =d1d. Now, it is easy to check that the
parameter values sD ;V ;V8 ;g;g ;kd /2p=s2
3103;10;0.84;0.07;10−4;10−7dMHz satisfy the conditions.
In order to make the average values reliable, we generate
30 000 trajectories. We have got the average fidelity about
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F=0.98 and the average probability of successful measure-
mentP=0.94. We have also found that for these parameters
the probability that run in which spontaneous emission oc-
curs will be erroneously counted as successful is only 0.1% .
These results show that the probability of success is much
higher than the successful teleportation probability in other
schemesf4,7,17g. This is due to the fact that the initial state
is not lost in our scheme when Alice’s measurement is un-
successful contrary to the other schemes, when the initial
state is lost and the probability of success is equal or less
than 0.5. Owing to the local redundant encoding technique
used in our scheme the initial state is protected and therefore
the protocol can be repeated until only one photon is de-
tected in the detection stage. Figure 3 shows the probability
to transmit the quantum state in the first try and in the sub-
sequent repetitions. As it is seen the probability that a single
try will lead to the successful transfer of the initial state is
about 0.49. Moreover, one can see that the probability to
achieve the successful teleportation process afterN repeti-
tions saturates very quickly. Therefore the protocol does not
require a great number of repetitions.

As mentioned above, there are some imperfections in the
encoding stage. This is obvious that the imperfections de-
crease the average fidelity of the teleported state. Also trans-
formations recovering the original state can be done only
approximately. In order to show the influence of the imper-
fections on the average fidelity we plot the average fidelity as
a function of the number of the repetitions in Fig. 4.

One can see that the average fidelity decreases with in-
creasingN. Thus if higher fidelity is required, this can be
achieved by rejecting the cases with too high a number of
repetitions. In order to show this improvement of average
teleportation fidelity, let us plot the average fidelity as a func-
tion the average probability. As it is evident from Fig. 5 the
increase of average fidelity can be achieved by accepting a
lower success rate. Moreover, the increase of the average
fidelity and the decrease of the average probability is higher
for a small number of cases counted as successful. When the
repetition number limiting the successful cases is high the
points become indistinguishable. Therefore the teleportation
scheme will work properly even when we set the maximal
number of repetitions to 6 as is clearly illustrated in Fig. 5.

In our calculations we use parameters for which approxi-
mations generated by adiabatical elimination of the excited
state are good enough. Only for restrictive conditions
10−1D@V@V8@g can we calculated1 sufficiently accu-
rately and estimate proper phase shift factors for long evolu-
tion times. Otherwise the fidelity is drastically decreased.
However, such assumptions lead to a very small value ofd5
and an unrealistic value of the cavity decay rate. Moreover,
very smallk makes the teleportation time orders of magni-
tude longer than any reported decoherence time for entangle-
ment between atoms. Therefore we use conditionssD@V
@V8@g;D8@g ;d5@k@gV2/D2;Dr =d1d in our next
simulations. We also use a much shorter version of the sec-
ond step of the encoding stage. The same operation, up to
phase shift factors, can be performed by the transformations
s8d, s9d, s18d, ands23d. Therefore the illumination time of the
third Alice atom has to fulfill the conditionst2d5=p /2
+2np and t2Î2d5=3p /2+2mp. An approximate solution
can be found forn=1 and m=1. This approximation is
slightly less accurate but makes the encoding stage almost
two times shorter. These conditions and the reduced timet2
allow us to choose the parameters values

sD;V;V8;g;g;kd/2p

= s2 3 103;80;6.3;0.5;10−4;1.53 10−5d MHz.

One can see that the cavity decay rate is still orders of mag-

FIG. 3. The average probability of successful measurement as a
function of the numberN of the repetitions of the first detection
stage.

FIG. 4. The average fidelity as a function of the numberN of
the repetitions of the first detection stage.

FIG. 5. The average fidelity vs the average probability of suc-
cessful measurement. The points are forN=0,1,… .
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nitude below currently reported valuesf23–28g but further
increasingV reduces the average fidelity. We cannot also
increasek without increasing ofV because then the average
probability of successful measurement is lowered. For these
parameters it is necessary to computed1 numerically. We
also compute numericallyt2 and t3 to improve the average
fidelity. In order to further decrease the time needed to com-
plete the teleportation we use the detection timetD=4k−1

instead oftD=10k−1. We have generated 10 000 trajectories
and we obtain the average fidelity of 0.97 and the average
probability of successful measurement of 0.90. For these pa-
rameters the probability that run in which spontaneous emis-
sion occurs will be erroneously counted as successful is
about 1% . We have also found that the average teleportation
time is about 0.1 s. Recently, Rooset al. have reported the
lifetime of entanglement between atoms exceeding 0.1 s
f29g.

In the above discussion, we have assumed perfect detec-
tors and perfect mirrors. In real experiments, detectors have
efficiencyh less than unity and mirrors are not perfect also
because of absorption. Therefore a photon emitted from the
cavities can never be recorded. On the other hand, there are
“dark counts,” which give a detector click although no pho-
ton leaks out of the cavities’ mirrors. There is no way of
knowing for sure that the detection results are correct.
Therefore if one of these imperfections occurs then Alice and
Bob will perform improper operations. Of course, this type
of error reduces the average fidelity of the teleported
state. Figure 6 shows the influence of the detector
inefficiency on the average fidelity. One can see that the
scheme is sensitive to the detector inefficiency. For the effi-
ciencyh=88% reported by Takeuchiet al. f30g and param-
eters sD ;V ;V8 ;g;g ;kd /2p=s23103;80;6.3;0.5;10−4;1.5
310−5d MHz we have generated 10 000 trajectories and we
have found that the average fidelity is only 0.63. On the other
hand, the probability of successful measurement does not

depend on the detector efficiency as is evident from Fig. 7.
In order to suppress the influence of these imperfections

on the teleportation it is necessary to use photon detectors
with high efficienciesf30–32g and low dark count rates.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a scheme performing
quantum teleportation of atomic entangled states via cavity
decay. The distinguishing feature of our protocol is using the
local redundant encoding technique. We have shown the fea-
sibility of the technique in detail for atoms trapped in a cav-
ity and manipulated by laser fields. Since the technique
codes the initial state in the way that the state is secure dur-
ing the detection stage, the encoding procedure and the de-
tection stage can be repeated until only one photon is de-
tected. However, our protocol is not immune against other
sorts of decoherence such as spontaneous atomic emission,
the detector inefficiency, and dark counts which destroy the
teleported state and have to be suppressed. The numerical
calculations show that the average probability of success of
the protocol is about 0.94 while the average probability of
successful teleportation without the insurance does not ex-
ceed 0.5. Moreover, we have shown that not more than six
repetitions are enough to obtain high average values of the
probability and the fidelity of the teleportation. We have also
shown that although the average fidelity is as high as 0.984,
one can still increase it by rejecting the cases with too many
repetitions and accepting a lower success rate. In addition,
we have shown how to manipulate states of many atoms
trapped in a cavity using two lasers. We believe that the
analytical results presented in Sec. III can be helpful for a
description of various atomic systems in optical cavities.
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FIG. 6. The average fidelity vs the detector inefficiency. The
averages are taken over 2000 trajectories. The parameter regime is
sD ;V ;V8 ;g;g ;kd /2p = s23103;80;6.3;0.5;10−4;1.5310−5d
MHz.

FIG. 7. The average probability of successful measurement vs
the detector inefficiency. The averages are taken over 2000 trajec-
tories. The parameter regime issD ;V ;V8 ;g;g ;kd /2p=s2
3103;80;6.3;0.5;10−4;1.5310−5d MHz.
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